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SUPPLYING QUALITY DOORS
FOR OVER 30 YEARS

SUPPLY ING QUAL I TY  DOORS
FOR  OVER  30  YEARS



PERFECT  COMPAN IONS  
FOR  YOUR  HOME

Make the doors in your home a feature, or choose
to have them blend into your homes aesthetics.

We have a large range of doors, each with it's own
personality.

Which ones will you choose to have in your home?



OUR DOOR STYLES

FLUSH PANEL DOORS ROUTED DOORSVISION PANEL DOORSGROOVED DOORS



FLUSH PANEL

F LUSH  PANEL

For a clean look or economy
option, the Flush Panel Door is an
excellent choice
.
Available in hollow, poly and solid
core construction with quality MDF
(for interior) and tempered
hardboard (for exterior) skins for
premium paint finish.

Available in any sizing up to
1200mm wide and 2400 high.



MANHATTEN

BROOKLYN BOULEVARD

GROOVED DOORS

Choose to add value to your home by
selecting from our range of grooved door
designs.
We have a variety of both traditional and
contemporary designs available in either
a square or V groove finish.
Consider designing your own custom
groove pattern if you cannot see a
pattern that suits your style.
 
The internal construction of the door gives
different levels of noise, thermal and
impact protection. All these doors are
available in the three core options: hollow,
poly, and solid.
 
If you are considering a gloss finish paint,
talk to us about thicker skinned doors to
give that clean solid finish.
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V IS ION  PANEL
DOORS

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

OPTION 8OPTION 7

Adding a vision panel to your doors
creates a sense of openness and
light to your home. They also
provide safety by enabling visibility
in high use doors.

We have a full range of vision panel
orientations and glazing options to
suit the style of your doors and
interior finishing.
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ROUTED  GROOVE  DOORS

CONTEMPO 6CONTEMPO 4CONTEMPO 3CONTEMPO 2CONTEMPO 1 CONTEMPO 5 CONTEMPO 7

This higher spec range of designs supports a wider, more detailed
groove, which offers a more prominent statement of your style.

Depending on how you compliment these designs, they can convey
both a traditional or contemporary feel to your home.



OUR DOOR TYPES

EXTERIOR DOORS

PRE-HUNG DOORS WARDROBE DOORS BARN DOORSCAVITY SLIDERS

CUSTOM DOORSBIFOLD DOORS



Available in a variety of frames and materials from paint
finish MDF to solid timbers to suit your budget and style.

Pre-hung doors also come in a number of cores to suit
your needs: ‘hollow’ core is standard, but also available in
poly and solid core to reduce noise and give a more solid
and hard-wearing feel to your home.

Doors also come in a variety of finishes from standard to
high gloss paint applications through to timber veneer,
solid timber, and custom requirements.

We can supply door handles to suit your pre-hung doors
with hinges to match the hardware.

Our pre-hung doors are available in any of the designs
featured in our collections in this brochure, as well as any
custom designs you can think up!

PRE-HUNG DOORS

Our pre-hung doors come in a frame ready
for installation by your builder.



WARDROBE  DOORS

Our wardrobe sliders have a sleek aluminum profile with a
range of trim colours and panel style options including mirror
panels, grooved designs and melteca finishes. 

If you are wanting something different from the classic
aluminum slider, consider a bottom rolling wardrobe roll
system with doors to match the rest of the house. Don’t want
to see a bottom track? Choose a top hung system or even a
ceiling mounted track to achieve that clean and minimal look. 

Whether it is a small or large space we can manufacture a
door solution to fit. Whatever your style preference, there are
options to make those robes and cupboards disappear into
the background or stand out as a feature.

From hinged single and double doors to
top or bottom rolling sliding doors, we
have a range of options that are perfect
for bedroom wardrobes, linen cupboards,
and storage areas.



CAV ITY  S L IDERS

A cavity slider is a sliding door housed in
a ‘pocket’ that sits inside the wall. As a
sliding door, cavity sliders provide
versatile solutions both as space saving
elements and design features.

They are a functional choice where space is limited, such
as a pantry or any other area where that extra space is
especially useful.
 
There are also a variety of cavity slider options that can
add functional design to your home. Consider using a
corner meeting cavity to enclose that lounge space, or an
overtaking cavity to divide a room in half. Or extend your
cavity door full height to the ceiling with zero clearance
and gib return detailing to create a clean minimalist feel.
 
Talk to our experienced team about the options and
features that cavity sliders can offer.



BARN DOORS

Depending on the style of exposed rail track and finish, you
can create that rustic feel or achieve a more modern look
with our barn doors. 

Choose from the traditional style braced and ledged style
doors (pictured), match to your existing doors, or pick
from any of the designs in this brochure to make a
functional feature out of an opening.

Easy to install and available in many standard sizes, these
barn doors can be made to fit any size opening that you
require.

Introducing a barn door to your build or
renovation can bring a striking style
element to your home or workplace.



FOLD ING DOORS

They take up very little floor space when opened, making
them practical in small areas.

They are great space savers and are used in rooms as
pantries, wardrobes, laundries, study nooks, offices and
room dividers making spaces more livable and versatile.

Our bifold doors can be supplied as pre-hung units or as
loose doors. 

Two and four door configuration are standard, but we can
manufacture any configuration to suit you.

Bifold doors are folding doors that
fold back on themselves or against a
wall.



EXTER IOR  DOORS

Exotic Timbers
Cedar
Paint Finish
Fiberglass
Aluminium
Steel

Exterior doors can be manufactured to suit your opening
and frame requirements. Available in a variety of frame
profiles and materials from H3 pine to kwila right through
to steel frames.
There is an extensive range of styles and materials to
choose from including:

Your exterior door is the first impression to your home. 
Get creative and make it a good one!

We have an extensive range of door
options to suit your style, architectural
requirements, and environment.

Our exterior doors can come pre-hung in
a frame, or as door panels to fit into your
existing frame.



SPEC IALTY  &
CUSTOM DOORS

Fire Doors
Timber Veneer Doors
Solid Timber Doors
Moulded Panel Doors
Pivot Doors
Hidden Doors
Internal Windows or Borrowed Lights
Doors for Commercial Applications
Steel and Aluminium Clad Doors

Please speak to our experienced team about
these and other options.

If your project requires a different solution
or you are looking for something that extra
special, we have the experience to source
or manufacture custom doors and
solutions including:



OUR STORY

Locally owned and working in Canterbury for over 30 years, J&G Doors has been here since pre-hung
doors became a thing. Over this time we have built a solid reputation as the go-to guys for all things
doors. We have seen the building industry go through peaks and troughs, and we have seen products
and manufacturers come and go. Along the way we have learnt a few things and have been able to build
up a large base of knowledge and experience.
We have a broad range of product offerings which enables us to provide for residential and commercial
projects. Whether it is one door or one hundred, a simple job or a specialised undertaking, with our
longstanding tradition of customer service and experience we will be able to assist you with your next
project.



OUR GUARANTEE

At J&G Doors we are committed to delivering the best product with the best service. We endeavor to
supply only the products and materials that we know are tried and tested, and that come with
manufacturer support.

We have an experienced team that work hard to provide accuracy in pricing and information and will
always advise the right products for the job. We will always take on feedback and can remedy any issues
that may occur.

We stand behind every door we supply!
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 (03) 348 3976

sales@jgdoors.co.nz

11 Connaught Drive, Islington, CHCH 

www.jgdoors.co.nz

@jgdoors
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